Language of Bindings thesaurus
Progress

- Number of concepts relatively stable (~700)
  - Bookbinding manual publication
Top terms (inspired by CRM)

- objects
- features
- materials
- places
- techniques
Progress

• Number of concepts relatively stable (~700)
  – Bookbinding manual publication
• First level of hierarchies complete
  – Preliminary work done for others
Progress

• Number of concepts relatively stable (~700)
  – Bookbinding manual publication
• First level of hierarchies complete
  – Preliminary work done for others
• Thesaurus website up and running
endband cores

Getty record: not matched.

English scope note:

Endband cores are lengths of material, both flexible and, occasionally, inflexible, which are either sewn to the head and tail of the spine of a bookblock in a worked endband, or are incorporated into a stuck-on endband. They can be single or multiple but they should be described individually as separate endband components. They can be made out of a variety of materials and can extend onto the boards where they can be fastened through a variety of techniques or can be cut straight to the bookblock spine edge. Endband cores which extend and are fastened to the boards play a crucial role in the reinforcement of the attachment between the boards and the bookblock especially so in Greek-style bindings. Their number can vary from one to as many as 7 or even more according to the sewing technique used. A core may consist of a single cord or other material length, or from multiple lengths of the same material, for example a bundle of thin threads used together as to form a single cord. They are described starting from the core immediately on top of (or better say adjacent to?) the bookblock head or tail edge proceeding outwards.
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English scope note:

Endband cores are lengths of material, both flexible and, occasionally, inflexible, which are either sewn to the head and tail of the spine of a bookblock in a worked endband, or are incorporated into a stuck-on endband. They can be single or multiple but they should be described individually as separate endband components. They can be made out of a variety of materials and can extend onto the boards where they can be fastened through a variety of techniques or can be cut straight to the bookblock spine edge. Endband cores which extend and are fastened to the boards play a crucial role in the reinforcement of the attachment between the boards and the bookblock especially so in Greek style bindings. Their number can vary from one to as many as 7 or even more according to the sewing technique used. A core may consist of a single cord or other material length, or from multiple lengths of the same material, for example a bundle of thin threads used together as to form a single cord. They are described starting from the core immediately on top of (or better say adjacent to?) the bookblock head or tail edge proceeding outwards.
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Endband cores are lengths of material, both flexible and, occasionally, inflexible, which are either sewn to the head and tail of the spine of a bookblock in a worked endband, or are incorporated into a stuck-on endband. They can be single or multiple but they should be described individually as separate endband components. They can be made out of a variety of materials and can extend onto the boards where they can be fastened through a variety of techniques or can be cut straight to the bookblock spine edge. Endband cores which extend and are fastened to the boards play a crucial role in the reinforcement of the attachment between the boards and the bookblock especially so in Greek-style bindings. Their number can vary from one to as many as 7 or even more according to the sewing technique used. A core may consist of a single cord or other material length, or from multiple lengths of the same material, for example a bundle of thin threads used together as to form a single cord. They are described starting from the core immediately on top of (or better say adjacent to?) the bookblock head or tail edge proceeding outwards.
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[+] components
[×] endband cores [×]
Workflow based on FORTH's WebTMS.
endband cores

Getty record: not matched.

English scope note:

Endband cores are lengths of material, both flexible and non-flexible, which are either sewn to the head and tail of the spine of a bookblock in a worker's head or tailbands to form a stuck-on endband. They can be single or multiple but they should be done individually or glued into endband components. They can be made out of a variety of materials and often they can be fastened through a variety of techniques or can be cut straight. Endband cores which extend and are fastened to the boards play a crucial role in the reinforcement of the attachment between the boards and the bookblock especially so in Greek-style bindings. Their number can vary from one to as many as 7 or even more according to the sewing technique used. A core may consist of a single cord or other material length, or from multiple lengths of the same material, for example a bundle of thin threads used together as to form a single cord. They are described starting from the core immediately on top of (or better say adjacent to?) the bookblock head or tail edge proceeding outwards.
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Preferred label:
endband cores

Parent:
[+]components
[×]endband cores [×]
This (academic) year

- Thesaurus to be openly accessible
- Add more sources
- Match AAT terms
- purl urls (instead of ligatus.org.uk)
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Drupal plugin for “Getty vocabularies” (?)
Why Drupal?
Come for the software, stay for the community

Drupal is an open source content management platform powering millions of websites and applications. It’s built, used, and supported by an active and diverse community of people around the world.

Why Choose Drupal?

Use Drupal to build everything from personal blogs to enterprise applications, using add-on modules and creating any site you can imagine!

Drupal Distributions

Distributions are a collection of pre-configured themes and modules for feature-rich web sites giving you a head start on building your site. Build your own online communities, media portal, online store, and more!

Sites Made with Drupal

Chatham House

Drupal is used by some of the biggest sites on the Web, like The Economist, Examiner.com and The White House. Read more Drupal case studies.

Develop with Drupal

Drupal 8 is coming soon and you can read all about it here. You can also help build Drupal 8 by volunteering for development, design and testing work. Get started now.

27,702 Modules
2,031 Themes
834 Distributions
34,786 Developers

Looking for a Drupal Hosting plan?

Find Drupal hosting plans

1,098,945 people in 230 countries* speaking 181 languages power Drupal.
Usage statistics for Drupal core

This page provides information about the usage of the Drupal core project, including summaries across all versions of each release. For each week beginning on the given date the figures show the number of sites that reported the version of the project.

These statistics are incomplete: only Drupal websites using the Update Status module are included in the data. Now included with the download of Drupal since version 6.x, the data is heavily biased toward newer sites. Read more information about how these statistics are calculated.

Weekly project usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>5.x</th>
<th>6.x</th>
<th>7.x</th>
<th>8.x</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 17, 2014</td>
<td>3,760</td>
<td>183,616</td>
<td>896,524</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>1,084,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 10, 2014</td>
<td>3,943</td>
<td>188,706</td>
<td>901,076</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>1,094,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 3, 2014</td>
<td>3,661</td>
<td>196,390</td>
<td>914,987</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>1,115,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2014</td>
<td>3,515</td>
<td>194,317</td>
<td>894,725</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>1,093,402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drupal is an open source content management platform powering millions of websites and applications. It's built, used, and supported by an active and diverse community of people around the world.

Why Choose Drupal?
Use Drupal to build everything from personal blogs to enterprise applications. Thousands of add-on modules and designs let you build any site you can imagine. Join us!

Get Started with Drupal

Drupal Distributions
Distributions are a collection of pre-configured themes and modules for feature-rich web sites giving you a head start on building your site. Build your own online communities, media portal, online store, and more!

Learn about Distributions

> one million drupal.org users

1,098,945 people in 230 countries* speaking 181 languages power Drupal.
Culture

Organisations
Routine problems

• Security
• User management
• Revisions (user logging, date logging etc.)
• Comments – discussions

All come as standard.
About Taxonomy

Edited by ctry, acmaintainer, gisle, chrisjlee. Log in to edit this page.

Taxonomy is the practice of classifying things. In Drupal, the Taxonomy module is how you classify your website content, and it is an important piece of many sites' information architecture.

It's helpful to think of taxonomy in terms of "categories." In fact, this is what it was called in earlier versions of Drupal. Taxonomy lets you gather together content under one term or another. It has become advanced enough to give you as much flexibility as you need in designing classification schemes.

Planning Taxonomies

The first step in establishing a taxonomy is creating a new Vocabulary. Next you provide the terms that fall within that Vocabulary. The arrangement can be "flat," as in a tagging system, or hierarchical, with parents and children.

Here's how you might create a taxonomy for a site arranged by musical genre:

Vocabulary = Music

term = Classical
  sub-term = Concertos
  sub-term = Sonatas
  sub-term = Symphonies
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Abstract
RDF Extensions

Posted by scor on May 7, 2011 at 2:39am

RDF Extensions is the new home of the RDF project in contrib for Drupal 7. To upgrade from the previous RDF project to this new RDFx project, make sure to remove your sites/all/modules/rdf directory, and install the RDFx as you would install any project.

If you are new to RDF, watch this introduction.

Drupal 7

Drupal 7 core includes an RDF module which outputs RDFa. If you want to learn more about RDF in core, see the documentation.

This contributed RDF project includes the following modules:

- RDFx: extends core RDF support by providing extra APIs and additional serialization formats such as RDF/XML, NTriples, Turtle... (requires the RESTful Web Services module). Browse to node/1.rdf or node/1.nt to export RDF.
- RDF UI: allows site administrators to specify the RDF mappings via a user interface
- Evoc: user interface to import vocabularies which can be used in RDF UI

Dependencies

This project requires the Entity API module.
scor
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SPARQL

SPARQL is a query language for pattern matching against RDF graphs. The syntax resembles SQL, making for a friendly learning curve, but SPARQL is far more powerful, enabling queries spanning multiple disparate (local or remote) data sources containing heterogeneous semistructured data.

Drupal 7

There is a Drupal 7 port underway. This is a different take on the module which only includes the core SPARQL API functionality. This project also include the SPARQL registry module and the SPARQL endpoint module.

The SPARQL module requires the RDF Extensions module.

The Drupal 7 version of this project is currently maintained by Stéphane Corlosquet, Lin Clark and Remon Georgy.

Drupal 6

This is a module that enables the use of SPARQL queries with the RDF API for Drupal 6.x. For more information, read the introductory posting or watch the demo video. Be sure to subscribe to the Semantic Web group on groups.drupal.org to keep up with the latest happenings.

This module requires PHP 5.2 or newer, and makes use of the ARC2 library which must be installed per the instructions provided with the RDF API.

The Drupal 6 version of this project was being developed by Arto Bendiken, Ben Lavender and Miglius Alaburda. Development has been in part sponsored by OpenBand and MakaluMedia.

Maintainers for SPARQL

- scor - 12 commits
  last: 11 months ago, first: 3 years ago
- linclark - 16 commits
  last: 3 years ago, first: 3 years ago
- Remon - 10 commits
  last: 3 years ago, first: 3 years ago
- JeremyFrench - 3 commits
  last: 4 years ago, first: 4 years ago
- Arto - 6 commits
  last: 5 years ago, first: 6 years ago

View all committers
View commits

Issues for SPARQL

To avoid duplicates, please search before submitting a new issue.

Search

Advanced search
All issues
31 open, 85 total
Bug report
16 open, 33 total
Subscribe via e-mail
Statistics
Why Drupal?

- Open source
- Large user base
- Popular with heritage organisations
- Tradition with vocabulary management (Taxonomy module)
- RDFa out of the box
- Contributed SPARQL modules
- Strong community
- User management
- Revision management
- Security
- Modular design
- Good API
- ...
Previous work

• Web taxonomy module (Lin Clarke, Joachim Neubert)
  – create plugins for different vocabularies
Web Taxonomy

Posted by linclark on November 3, 2011 at 10:50am

Allows you to define an external source for the Taxonomy Autocomplete field (i.e. a web service delivering a JSON list of Drupal modules, or an XML service delivering a list of descriptors from a thesaurus, or a SPARQL endpoint with RDF data). Multiple unrelated sites can connect to the same taxonomy. A local version of the term will be created and can be synced with the external term in the centralized vocabulary.

This is especially useful for combining information from many different sites when information is exposed with HTML data syntaxes like RDFa or microdata, or for linking Drupal contents to the Linked Data Cloud. (BTW, the storage of local "proxies" for the remote taxonomy terms implements a pattern currently discussed as "lightweight abstraction layer" in the context of BIBFRAME Authorities.)

Plugins

The module is crafted to be extended by plugins, which implement the web access to a given taxonomy. Web taxonomy plugin for DBpedia may serve as an example for such a plugin. You can find other examples for Drupal modules, Economics taxonomies, the VIAF international authority file or the Getty Arts and Architecture thesaurus in the sandboxes of the respective developers.

Background

An article by Lin Clark on IBM developerWorks demonstrates in detail how Web Taxonomy can be integrated into a larger usage scenario.

Credits

The Web Taxonomy module was developed by linclark. Since 2014 it is maintained by jneubert; this work is supported by ZBW - Leibniz Information Centre for Economics.
Previous work

- Web taxonomy module (Lin Clarke, Joachim Neubert)
  - create plugins for different vocabularies
- DBpedia plugin (Joachim Neubert)
Web Taxonomy plugin for DBpedia

Posted by jneubert on September 22, 2012 at 6:31 am

This module lets you use the terms of the DBpedia data set as a web-based taxonomy in Drupal. DBpedia is a project which extracts page titles and other structured information from Wikipedia, and serves as a linking hub for the Web of Data. Currently, the English version of DBpedia is used. Since the module works as a plugin for the Web Taxonomy module, this module is required as a dependency.

Furthermore, the plugin depends on two free external web services: The DBpedia Lookup service is accessed for autocomplete. Terms are fetched from DBpedia LOD resources.

The development of the module is supported by ZBW - Leibniz Information Centre for Economics.

Project Information

- Maintenance status: Actively maintained
- Development status: Under active development
- Module categories: RDF, Taxonomy
- Reported installs: 3 sites currently report using this module. View usage statistics.
- Downloads: 53
- Automated tests: Enabled
- Last modified: March 26, 2014

Downloads

Recommended releases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Download</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.x-1.0-alpha1</td>
<td>tar.gz (9.42 KB), zip (10.83 KB)</td>
<td>2014-Mar-25</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development releases

Maintainers for Web Taxonomy plugin for DBpedia

jneubert - 16 commits
last: 5 months ago, first: 1 year ago
View all committers
View commits

Issues for Web Taxonomy plugin for DBpedia

To avoid duplicates, please search before submitting a new issue.

Search

Advanced search
All issues
2 open, 5 total
Bug report
0 open, 1 total
Subscribe via e-mail

Statistics

New issues
Response rate
1st response
Open bugs
Getty module

- Based on DBpedia plugin
- JSON
Getty module

- Based on DBpedia plugin
- JSON
- Proxy (Drupal)
Getty module

- Based on DBpedia plugin
- JSON
- Proxy (Drupal)
- AAT and TGN now
  - space for CONA and ULAN
natuk's sandbox: Web Taxonomy plugin for Getty vocabularies

Experimental Project
This is a sandbox project, which contains experimental code for developer use only.

This is a plugin for the Web Taxonomy module. It allows the use of the terms from the Getty vocabularies:

- Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
- Thesaurus of Geographical Names (TGN)

These two have recently been made available as LOD. More Getty vocabularies will be added to this module once available as LOD. The module uses the JSON representations and the sample Full Text Search SPARQL Query (5.1.6) from the Getty which has been modified to limit results from the respective vocabularies.

This module has been based on jneubert's sandbox module for DBpedia terms. An earlier version of this module for AAT only can be found here.

This module is sponsored by Ligatus and the University of the Arts London.

Project Information
Maintenance status: Actively maintained
Development status: Under active development
Module categories: RDF, Taxonomy

Maintainers for Web Taxonomy plugin for Getty vocabularies
natuk - 2 commits
last: 1 day ago, first: 1 day ago
View all committers
View commits

Issues for Web Taxonomy plugin for Getty vocabularies
To avoid duplicates, please search before submitting a new issue.

Advanced search
All issues
0 open, 0 total
Bug report
0 open, 0 total
Subscribe via e-mail

Resources
Read license
Demo
parchment (animal material)

Web Term ID:
http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300011851

Parchment
Submitted by admin on Fri, 08/29/2014 - 16:55

http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300011851
Parchment

Submitted by admin on Fri, 08/29/2014 - 16:55

AAT:
parchment (animal material)

TGN:
Parchment
Possible uses

- Content cataloguing
- Drupal distribution as Getty vocab translation tool
- Drupal distribution as curated Getty microthesaurus
TODO

- Multilingual support
  - depends on Web Taxonomy module
TODO

• Multilingual support
  - depends on Web Taxonomy module

• Hierarchical arrangement of local terms
  - unnecessary replication of unneeded terms
**TODO**

- Multilingual support
  - depends on Web Taxonomy module
- Hierarchical arrangement of local terms
  - unnecessary replication of unneeded terms
- Include scope notes in results
  - perhaps as tooltips
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Houndmaster's Rifle**   | *Binds when picked up*  
*Ranged*  
*85 - 159 Damage*  
*(45.1 damage per second)*  
*+4 Agility*  
*+4 Stamina*  
*Durability 75 / 75*  
*Requires Level 47*  
*Item Level 52*  
*Equip: Increases attack power by 24 when fighting Beasts.*  
*Sell Price: 2 G 31 S 38 G* |
| **Core Hound**            | *Pet* |
| **Blade of the Witching Hour** | *Item* |
| **Blade of the Witching Hour** | *Item* |
| **Core Hound Tooth**      | *Item* |
| **Houndmaster's Bow**     | *Item* |
| **Houndmaster's Rifle**   | *Item* |
| **Hourglass of the Unraveller** | *Item* |
| **Tunic of the Dark Hour** | *Item* |
| **Witching Hourglass**    | *Item* |
| **Witching Hourglass**    | *Item* |
TODO

• Multilingual support
  – depends on Web Taxonomy module

• Hierarchical arrangement of local terms
  – unnecessary replication of unneeded terms

• Include scope notes in results
  – perhaps as tooltips

• Periodical update
  – depends on Web Taxonomy module (based on cron)
TODO

- Multilingual support
  - depends on Web Taxonomy module
- Hierarchical arrangement of local terms
  - unnecessary replication of unneeded terms
- Include scope notes in results
  - perhaps as tooltips
- Periodical update
  - depends on Web Taxonomy module (based on cron)
- Filtering by facet
Testing
The connection was reset

The connection to the server was reset while the page was loading.

- The site could be temporarily unavailable or too busy. Try again in a few moments.
- If you are unable to load any pages, check your computer's network connection.
- If your computer or network is protected by a firewall or proxy, make sure that Firefox is permitted to access the Web.

Try Again
endband cores

English scope note:

Endband cores are lengths of material, both flexible and, occasionally, inflexible, which are either sewn to the head and tail of the spine of a bookblock in a worked endband, or are incorporated into a stuck-on endband. They can be single or multiple but they should be described individually as separate endband components. They can be made out of a variety of materials and can extend onto the boards where they can be fastened through a variety of techniques or can be cut straight to the bookblock spine edge. Endband cores which extend and are fastened to the boards play a crucial role in the reinforcement of the attachment between the boards and the bookblock especially so in Greek-style bindings. Their number can vary from one to as many as 7 or even more according to the sewing technique used. A core may consist of a single cord or other material length, or from multiple lengths of the same material, for example a bundle of thin threads used together as to form a single cord. They are described starting from the core immediately on top of (or better say adjacent to?) the bookblock head or tail edge proceeding outwards.
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Preferred label:
endband cores

Parent:

[+]components
[×]endband cores [×]
Iwan Bala is an established artist, writer and lecturer based in Wales. He has held solo exhibitions annually since 1990, participated in many group exhibitions in Wales and abroad and is represented in public and private collections. His work was exhibited in four Chinese cities in 2009. He has published books and essays on contemporary art in Wales and is a frequent lecturer on the subject. He has often presented and been interviewed for television. Iwan Bala is cited in most published compilations on contemporary art in Wales.
Conservation, Issue 43, 2014

Heritage without Borders (HwB) started in 2010 as a unique social enterprise working in countries where resources and expertise are scarce or lacking. A UK registered charity since 2012, they work to build capacity in heritage skills and support... Read more

News in Conservation, August 2014
Limited testing so far, but...

- Fast retrieval of terms
- Happy editors!
Learning curve for popular CMS

http://friendlymachine.net/posts/welcome-learning-drupal